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By Ruth Artmonsky

ACC Art Books, United Kingdom, 2008. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Jan Le Witt and George Him were a comparative rarity, a graphic design duo; signing their
work as Lewitt-Him they brought an innovative use of colour imaginative abstraction and
symbolism to commercial design. Both Polish by birth they arrived in London in 1937, sponsored
by the Victoria and Albert Museum and Lund Humphries. They established their reputation for fine
poster work in World War II, and for their exhibition work with their much loved Guinness Clock at
the Festival of Britain. In Poland their illustrations for Lokomotywa helped make it a children s
classic and they continued with book illustration throughout their partnership. Of very different
temperaments and artistic interests the partnership lasted some twenty years, to 1954, when Le
Witt left to develop his career as an artist. Him continued his commitment to graphic design -
illustration, exhibitions and general commercial work - most remarkable of which were his witty
illustrations marrying Stephen Potter s texts for Schweppes - Schweppshire , one of the longest
lasting advertisement campaigns. E. McKnight Kauffer, Design contains over 150 illustrations,
many from original artworks, and work not before...
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ReviewsReviews

This book will never be straightforward to start on reading through but quite enjoyable to learn. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading
this one. Your lifestyle span will probably be convert once you complete reading this publication.
-- Dr. Kadin Hane DVM-- Dr. Kadin Hane DVM

This publication may be worth purchasing. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. I am just happy to tell you that this is actually the very
best book i actually have study inside my personal life and can be he best ebook for actually.
-- Frank Nienow-- Frank Nienow
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